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I collect 45 rpm records as does a good friend of mine Ted Scott and we often have music playing sessions
with the vinyl we have found. Some of the best records we have latched on to over the years either never
charted in the U. Hot or barely managed to dent the charts which is often confusing and vice versa â€” there
are some pretty awful records that did chart. Many factors played into getting a record on the air. As an
Anglophile, many of my faves over the years made a big impact in the U. I further admit that I could fill one
entire post with nothing but great Colorado records that never broke out nationally, but I am going to defer and
ask you to go back to my September entry if you wish to read about bands like the Boenzee Cryque or the
Rainy Daze. The tunes did finally see the light of laser with a great now out of print CD. The Searchers â€”
Hearts In Her Eyes Boy was it ever a pleasant surprise when this excellent British Invasion band returned to
release two truly outstanding rock and roll albums on the Sire label in and if you love string guitar jangly-pop
records you need to pick them up on CD. Today, the bigger act would have been plugged instead so the credits
would have likely read The Beach Boys ft. Annette which might have generated more interest. Riley found
more success as a session player then dropped out of music for construction till he was rediscovered and had
some sporadic minor success till his death in I think it would have charted as it was a catchy melody over an
excellent arrangement by Stu Phillips The Hollyridge Strings. Clementino was a California teen who perhaps
would have been better served changing her name to a less unwieldy one Clair Tino? She did some radio
jingle work in Nashville after that then quit music to raise a family back in Marin County. I think pal
Turntable Ted Scott was the first one to play this for me so thanks! Fuller either committed suicide or was
murdered â€” we will never know. His records were pure pop confections full of jangling guitars and blasting
percussion. The late power popster Phil Seymour did a fantastic if more polished cover in that was equally
star-crossed chartwise and could have been in this list instead. I decided to go with the original as the guy who
first wrote and conceived of the song deserves the nod. Producers Snuff Garrett and Leon Russell had worked
wonders creating a string of hits for Lewis and at the height of their run in added their touch to this fine song
by Mike Gordon and Jimmy Griffin later of Bread. Rich Fifield delivered a sincere lead vocal over some
excellent harmonies and a Playboys-like production. Drummer Jim Gallagher still tells some fun stories about
touring Japan while we nosh on Sink Burgers in Boulder plus Jon Storm Patterson sold me Dental supplies for
years till his retirement. This to me is the best record released in all the s. A look at the hits of when this single
came out shows Michael Jackson, Barbara Streisand and Kenny Rogers â€” not Hilly Michaels which was a
pity as this record rocked with great sound by Cars producer Roy Thomas Baker. The New York Rock
Ensemble â€” Beside You When assembling this list I had to look at both my singles and album chart books to
confirm that nothing by this talented group ever troubled the Hot â€” amazing and shows a true lack of taste
by the American record buyers. This gorgeous ballad by the late Michael Kamen was from their fourth and
best album Roll Over â€” I have always assumed that this self-penned gritty rocker was a big hit back in and
was shocked to see that while it did do well in the U. Next to the brothers, the best version is by Bryan Ferry
of Roxy Music. Perhaps the problem in was that folk-rock, Motown and British Invasion records dominated.
The only Hunter single to chart in the U. The song has actually had quite a long life in spite of no chart
presence. It may inspire me one day to travel to see the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame if I can think of another
reason to go to Cleveland. I actually prefer musically the more driving and more obscure U. I ultimately
settled on this more mature song with gorgeous harmony vocals over a driving strummed guitar passage from
their second LP released in The Kids Are The Same. Paul Collins is still out there touring and recording
though with a lot less hair though I guess I am not one to talk. The exquisite first Sagittarius album Present
Tense was producers Curt Boettcher and Gary Usher with studio men like Glen Campbell and also included
tracks from their earlier band the Ballroom. They then recorded the Millennium album with friends like
Michael Fennelly, Sandy Salisbury, Joey Stec and Lee Mallory which became the most expensive flop ever
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for Columbia records up to that point. Over the years music by these artists have gained a loyal cult following
with pop fans. The Delroys â€” Bermuda Shorts Coming from , the Delroys called Long Island, NY their
home and managed to cut this hot doo-wop rocker the next year for the small Apollo records label. There were
too many small regional labels back in the day who all found it hard to gain distribution outside of their local
area. If they did get distributed wider, you knew that there was not going be a good accounting for sales
figures either which inevitably would mean little or not payment to the artist on the record. One can assume
that poor distribution is what kept this ode to short pants from breaking out nationally as it has the sound of a
hit otherwise and did manage some success in a few markets. These black kids, like so many, were a faceless
outfit that never saw any money from their records but at least got to live out the rock and roll dream â€” if
only for a short time. Needless to say I played it for daughters Brenna and Hilary as kids since that is the main
reason you have kids â€” to torment them with your music and old jokes. This is a very catchy pop single with
handclaps on the chorus first released on the small Bragg record label in then picked up nationally on Warner
Brothers that same year. Their plan worked as the record hit 34 in meaning my preferred side never got airplay
nationally. Mark Charron wrote both sides of the single he died in his early 50s. While the record did chart top
20 on easily listening stations, nationally if only hit Al DeLory is listed as the arranger on this record while
Fred Darian is the producer. If you go back to the first appearance of this song on vinyl â€” The Camptown
Singers , you will see that DeLory was the arranger, Darian was the producer, but the composers were listed as
Van Winkle and Dobie Gray. Billboard back in had a capsule review saying it was a Righteous Brothers
sounding pulsating rocker. Dave Mason had left the band just as their first album was released, but returned in
time to contribute some great songs to the next album before quitting once again. This very catchy pop song
from Mason has gentle commentary about issues of the day. Chris Woods plays a very basic sax that sounds
almost like a duck call, but it works over the acoustic guitar strums and lyrical lead guitar breaks. For my story
about the band, you are referred to my extensive blog post of April The clip I chose to link to cuts off the
intro to the song, but it is the only one that shows a promo of the band doing their tribute to the state that they
had recently moved to â€” Colorado. Back when I interviewed Furay for my article, he was just emerging
again as a performer while trying to fit it in with his commitments as Pastor of Calvary Chapel in Broomfield.
He obviously still had pain over the lack of success on the charts for the song he thought would make him a
true star. That failure ultimately lead him to break away from Poco, but thankfully he has always returned to
their music in concert and has often guested with them. At the time I told him how much a wanna-be and
never-was rock musician like me would have given their right arm to have had even a piece of the success he
had seen in his time and I sure hope he has come to grips with what a great career it has been. Chart success or
no, in concert the song still gets the crowd up and cheering every time.
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Bird].

Writing this book and spending time with these characters solidified what I always knew to be true. If we can
dream it, we can make it our reality, but we have to set that plan in motion by taking the first step. Fate is the
life you lead if you never put yourself in the path of greatness. Fate is a negative and is defined as the expected
result of normal development. Never taking a risk is your inevitable fate. Destiny is your potential waiting to
happen. With great risk comes great failure. With great risk comes great reward. This concept is not about
risking your health or livelihood. Why settle for a life ordinary? Strive for more by aiming to reach your full
potential. This same power allows you to be who you were always meant to be and to live your most
extraordinary life. I chose my own destiny -- a destiny still in the making, but my deliberate choices led me to
where I am and straight into the arms of my true love. This theory -- fate versus destiny -- was something I
explored through the fictional characters in my debut novel, Naturally, Charlie. The book is about two people
who go from living the life they were given to creating the life they deserve. I was fascinated by the concept of
people stuck in the life they were leading, but dreaming of more, feeling that it had to be better than what they
were currently living. They both knew deep down that they deserved a better life and took action to create that
life. For me, I found strength through the support of my husband and close friends. For the Charlies, they find
their strength in each other even though they are basically strangers. They are simply there, open-hearted and
trusting, and offering support without strings. It took them making that deliberate choice to trust this person
that became the stepping stone to changing their fate and leading them to their destiny. Thank you for being a
part of making my dreams come true.
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BretLitke May 6, Final Score: The loss stung, and in its wake it left feelings of anger, confusion, and
disappointment. It was without a doubt, one of the strangest games that this Oilers has ever witnessed. But, by
the time the sun rose on the next day, for the most part, the situation had improved. To begin with, the game
itself, before the final 5 minutes, had been so encouraging. Just a few short minutes into the game, the Oilers
defence core began to drop like flies. First it was Matt Benning, who on a clean hit behind the net went down
in a heap. Then it was Andrej Sekera, who on a similar play, although along the side boards, fell awkwardly,
holding his leg. And finally it was Oscar Klefbom, who happened to take a very hard shot block right in the
chest. The Oilers were faced with a very deep, early hole. Only 3 defencemen remained completely healthy,
while 2 of the fallen comrades would return. Naturally, that first period was a shelling by the Ducks, but
somehow, thanks to a bit of luck, a stellar Cam Talbot, and a strong rally from the D, the Oilers survived the
frame, tied Looking back, it was quite the accomplishment. From there, Edmonton would use that momentum
to swing them into a rocking 2nd period. With Klefbom and Benning back on the bench, the Oilers would
strike 3 times throughout the frame. Leon Draisaitl, would be the first to score, just 15 seconds in. Then Cam
Talbot decided to get his Josh Donaldson on, and batted home one of his own 2 minutes later. Drake Caggiula,
fresh off a heroic goal in game 3, would get his own marker a little over halfway in the game. Even with a
depleted blue line, the Oilers had the Ducks on their heels, reeling, and looked well set to steal another game
on the road. With 15 seconds left in the game, this happened: The Anaheim Ducks would score a goal on one
of the most controversial plays I have witnessed. The referees took all of about 90 seconds to determine that in
their eyes, this was a good goal. Just 48 hours after the last game, almost an identical scenario had unfolded.
The Oilers were playing poor down the wire, which resulted in the opening for the Ducks to make the
comeback. But, on the other hand, how on Earth is that not goaltending interference? Last night, I felt
completely gutted by a league in which their review system allows that final goal to go in. Today, I feel
cheated and robbed. On that play, Mark Letestu should have cleared the puck. Yes, he should know better, but
do we really want to blame the victim? And I get that this situation, it probably is a stretch to compare it to an
illegal crime, but can you blame me? Can anyone really be blamed for feeling like they need a shower after
seeing that decision? AND, that their review only lasted 90 seconds? I have seen blatant offside calls in
January reviewed longer than this one. And let me remind you, that just in this playoffs, THIS play was called
goaltender interference: Oilers fans have every right to feel cheated. And so do the players. I feel awful for
Talbot who has now had 2 goals go against him that had no business being allowed. And even though the
other players found themselves in that hole, I do feel awful for them too. They battled very hard last night, on
the road, hurt and banged up, and for that call to be the deciding factorâ€¦ it is just sad. Anyways, what we are
going to follow this up with is a 10 Positive Takeways. The Oilers now found themselves on the brink of
elimination, with the series shifting back here tomorrow evening. These boys are going to need our support
more than ever. I am going to focus on giving some serious props to the men that deserved it last night. This is
still a very young team, and seeing how they battled through all of it, and the lessons that they will take away
from itâ€¦ it is hard not to crack a little bit of a smile. We are going to skip the Oilers player of the game
award, because there are too many to point out. Instead, we will cover them in here. First on the list is Adam
Larsson. He played 45 minutes of hockey last night, a staggering total. In the wake of losing Sekera, the entire
core stepped up big time, but Larsson was the leader. He was a rock, he was steady, and he helped glue
together the group, in a situation where it could have been easy to fall apart. And how about Kris Russell? He
has taken some slack this year understatement of the year , but I would argue that last night was his best as an
Oilers. Sometimes desperation breeds brilliance, and I think we witnessed a bit of that in his game last night.
Matt Benning also deserves a tip of the cap. The kid went down early and looked hurt and uncomfortable.
After spending some time on the bench, he would battle back to compile 27 minutes of ice time, with 7 hits
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and a blocked shot. His 7 hits were the most of any Oilers. Kudos to the rookie for an extremely encouraging
effort. With Nurse, despite some moments of wobble, I thought he handled the situation really well. He played
his ass off, skated miles, and for a young defencemen on a short bench, that is all you can ask. Klefbom is
machine-like at this point. I expect good things from him all the time, and he usual delivers. He played his
usual good game. He was on another level. As stated earlier, deserved a better outcome, but there is no
denying that he propped this team up at many moments in the game. Connor McDavid finally got that
multi-point game that the media had been harassing him about, and in the process looked great for most of the
night. His goal, where he batted the puck out of the air, was one for the highlight reel. He is starting to impress
more nights than not, and a lot of it is due to his tenacity on the forecheck. He played 26 minutes last night,
and scored the Oilers third goal. Good night for the college kids. Leon Draisaitl responded decent enough to
being tasked with centring his own line. Yes, they had difficulty with the Getzlaf line, but I think almost any
trio on the planet would be at this point. He scored a goal, and has double digits in points this spring. His
future is an exciting idea to ponder. I know that this league hates when players show emotion or human
elements, but props to Lucic for calling it like it is. I am not sure how this spring will end. It could close out on
Sunday, or it could carry on for another month. The cards have yet to fully play out. They have a lot of really
good, young pieces, and it showed last night. The collapse was ugly, of course it was. But they batted through
it as best they could. I truly hope that this squad rebounds tomorrow, and forces a game 7. In this situation,
both the players and the fans deserve it.
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through their ordeal.

A beloved character returned. Porgs were discovered to not be as annoying as we first feared. Oh, and
characters died. Or even Snoke having to split. For those people not in the know, Admiral Gial Ackbar yes, he
has a first name as well! Ackbar was one of the most prominent Rebel aliens introduced in the Original
Trilogy alongside Chewbacca and Nien Nunb and had a vital role as commander of the Rebel fleet assaulting
the second Death Star. Since then, Ackbar has gone on to appear in countless books, comics, and merchandise.
For many fans, Ackbar is the embodiment of the Rebel Alliance. Where the Empire was dominated by
Humans, here was an alien leading the combined forces of the Alliance. For around 30 years, Admiral Ackbar
was a constant recurring presence in Legends material. The central plot of the New Jedi Order series is an
invasion by the extragalactic species called the Yuuzhan Vong. The New Republic suffers devastating losses
in the ensuing war, and eventually Ackbar is drawn out of retirement to assist the war effort. Upon his
reinstatement, a simple message is broadcast across the fleet. Ackbar masterminded the series of victories that
bought the Yuuzhan Vong to heel. It was considered to be one of the high points of a series that had divided
the fanbase with its increasinly dark storyline that had already seen Chewbacca killed off. For Ackbar fans, his
return to the film franchise was great news. However, those hoping for some classic Ackbar action were
disappointed as he was effectively relegated to a background character in The Force Awakens. This trend
continued when Ackbar appeared in The Last Jedi. During the events of the film, the First Order attacks the
meagre Resistance fleet as it flees towards the planet Crait. Ackbar is among the casualties. It is an
underwhelming and ignoble end for the fleet commander who helped to secure victory at the Battle of Endor.
If a heroic sacrifice by a senior military officer was needed in The Last Jedi, then Ackbar performing it would
have been a more fitting death than getting unceremoniously blown out into space without fanfare. Of course,
the simplest answer is also a sad one. Erik Bauersfeld , the voice of Admiral Ackbar, sadly passed away on
April 3, at the age of Effectively, the character appears to have been retired due to the death of his portrayer.
Is Holdo an obstacle for the main characters to overcome or is she an ally? For instance, would Ackbar have
refused to explain his actions to Poe Dameron? And if he did, would Poe have even contemplated a coup
against the admiral? Nevertheless, changing the narrative to accommodate Ackbar and putting him in a
position to make a heroic last strike at the First Order would have been a more respectful end for the character.
Holdo should have survived the events of the film. She is an intriguing character wonderfully played by Laura
Dern who deserved more than a single appearance in one film. The Resistance now has no senior leadership.
With that in mind, Holdo would have been the logical successor to Leia as leader of the Resistance. One of the
main themes of The Last Jedi is about letting go of the past and trusting in the next generation. However, there
has been no natural hand-off that makes it seem like Poe is ready for â€” or even wants â€” that kind of
responsibility. For now, the Resistance looks likely to enter Episode IX without anyone at the helm, which is a
situation that could have been avoided if the filmakers had chosen to give Admiral Ackbar the end he
deserved. Cavalier One Star Wars fan and general pop culture addict. Only two beverages worth drinking are
tea and whisky.
5: 13 Characters Who Deserved Better | TV Guide
Melville Millionaires 7 at Estevan Bruins 4, Sept. 15 Estevan blew a lead and came back from being down to defeat the
Melville Millionaires with 1, on hand to see the Bruins' home opener.

6: Are You Living Your Fate or Creating Your Destiny? | HuffPost
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Silverdome deserved better fate Sports. Judging from the empty seats at Little Caesar's Arena last season, they could
have easily stayed in the suburbs.

7: Oilers Postgame: Cheers to the Men That Deserved a Better Fate | The Sports Daily
Since then, I've seen so many athletes suffer potential career-ending injuries and now, because of medical advances,
most can come back to what they'd been.

8: SparkLife Â» 5 Literary Characters Who Deserved Better Than They Got
The Last Jedi changed Star Wars irrevocably. FANDOM looks at the fate of one character, and how underwhelming
their death was when it had no reason to be.

9: People for the Preservation of Pigeons: Passenger Pigeons Deserved Better Fate
www.enganchecubano.com & Richard Frost - She's Got Love. This 45 on the Imperial label did manage to crawl to a
peak placement of #83 in late Why it didn't do better is a bit of a head scratcher except perhaps it needed to come out a
year or two earlier stylistically.
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